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Outstanding Sound Editing For A Nonfiction Or Reality Program

aka Mr. Chow

The vibrant and varied life of Michael Chow, the famed actor, artist and restauranteur who used his
creativity to triumph over childhood trauma, loss and systemic racism.

The American Buffalo

For untold generations, America’s national mammal sustained the lives of Native people, whose cultures
were intertwined with the animal. Newcomers to the continent bring a different view of the natural world,
and the buffalo are driven to the brink of extinction.

Arnold

Part 1: Athlete

Arnold revisits his upbringing in post-war Austria, the moment that sparked his seismic rise to bodybuilding
fame and his pursuit of the American dream.

The Beach Boys

The Beach Boys is a celebration of the band that revolutionized pop music, and the harmonious sound they
created that personified the California dream, captivating fans for generations and generations to come.
The documentary traces the band from humble family beginnings.

Black Twitter: A People's History

Chapter Three

We in a pandemic y’all! You mean a panasonic?! Hold up—Who bought Twitter? Nah, we built this sh*t.
BLACK TWITTER IS FOREVER.

The Blue Angels

Soar with The Blue Angels in a documentary featuring footage that chronicles a year with the Navy’s elite
Flight Demonstration Squadron—from selection through the challenging training and demanding show
season—showcasing the extraordinary teamwork, passion, and pride that fuels America’s best, the Blue
Angels.

A Brief History Of The Future

Chaos & Complexity

Ari explores the historically transformational moment we are currently living in, why it causes so many of
us to feel overwhelmed and afraid, and how it actually offers unprecedented possibilities for new and
exciting futures we can create together.

Conan O’Brien Must Go

Argentina

In Buenos Aires, Conan takes on practice with a local football club, asado with Jordan Schlansky, and
learns what it means to be a Gaucho.



The Dynasty: New England Patriots

End Game

Season Finale. After a decades-long run, the dynasty crumbles.

Expedition Unknown

Lost Tomb Of The Viking King

Josh Gates chases the treasure of legendary Viking Harald “Bluetooth” Gormsson. The discovery of a
mysterious gold artifact sends Josh on a journey through Scandinavia and into remote northern European
forests to uncover Bluetooth’s tomb and fortune.

Girls State

What would American democracy look like in the hands of teenage girls? In this documentary, young
female leaders from wildly different backgrounds in Missouri navigate an immersive experiment to build a
government from the ground up.

Going To Mars: The Nikki Giovanni Project

Through vérité, archival footage, and visual treatments of her poetry, Going to Mars: The Nikki Giovanni
Project travels through time and space to reveal the enduring influence of one of America’s greatest living
artists and social commentators.

The Greatest Love Story Never Told

The Greatest Love Story Never Told follows Jennifer Lopez as she attempts her most daring project yet:
independently producing a new album and cinematic original that explore her twenty-year journey to self-
love.

The Greatest Night In Pop

On January 28, 1985, dozens of the biggest names in music convened at a studio in Los Angeles, checked
their egos at the door and recorded a song to benefit African famine relief that would alter global pop
culture history.

Homicide

Carnegie Deli Massacre

A shooting that left three dead and two injured in an apartment above the iconic Carnegie Deli sends
detectives on a relentless hunt for the killers.

How To With John Wilson

How To Clean Your Ears

After properly cleaning his ears for the first time, John becomes overwhelmed by the sounds of the city,
making him wonder what it means to be a good neighbor and how much inconvenience we should accept in
exchange for human connection.

In Restless Dreams: The Music Of Paul Simon

In Restless Dreams is the definitive musical biography of Paul Simon, one of the greatest songwriters (and
performers) in the history of rock ’n roll.

James Brown: Say It Loud

James Brown: Say it Loud traces the intense highs and lows of James Brown's life and career from a 7th-
grade drop-out to a global entertainment legend whose words, songs, style, and moves inspired musical
revolutions and molded a nation's view of Black pride and Black masculinity.



Jerrod Carmichael Reality Show

Road Trip

Jerrod clumsily and poignantly tries to reconcile with his father by having every difficult conversation in one
four-day road trip.

Jim Henson Idea Man

Jim Henson Idea Man takes us into the mind of this singular creative visionary, from his early years
puppeteering on local television to the worldwide success of Sesame Street, The Muppet Show, and
beyond; a fascinating and insightful look at a man whose imagination inspired the world.

The Jinx - Part Two

Chapter 7: Why Are You Still Here?

As The Jinx airs in 2015, revealing incriminating evidence, Durst goes on the run and – hours before the
final episode – is captured en route to Cuba. From jail, he assembles his support system, including a
dream team of lawyers, his ambitious wife, and an unusual constellation of helpers.

Kings From Queens: The Run DMC Story

It's Like That

Joseph “RUN” Simmons, Darryl “DMC” McDaniels and Jason “Jam Master Jay” Mizell meet on the streets of
Hollis, Queens, and form RUN DMC; the hip-hop legends release their first single, debuting their unique
lyrical style and vocal chemistry.

Kiss The Future

Kiss the Future celebrates the underground art and music scene that thrived during the siege of Sarajevo.
It is also a cautionary tale against nationalism and war. The Irish band U2 shined a light on the crisis to
support the besieged Sarajevans. The film culminates in a post-war unification concert.

Last Call: When A Serial Killer Stalked Queer New York

Michael

Months later, a fourth murder brings queer community and activist outrage, as well as media coverage, to
a fever pitch, leading NYPD to finally convene a multi-jurisdictional task force. They discover pieces of the
puzzle, but not the full picture – and abandon the work by the end of 1993.

Life On Our Planet

Chapter 6: Out Of The Ashes

The dinosaurs met their end with a cataclysmic asteroid impact. Rising from the ashes, birds reinvented
themselves into a dynasty 10,000 species strong.

Lolla: The Story Of Lollapalooza

F*** The Man

Originally planned as a farewell tour for Jane’s Addiction, the 1991 Lollapalooza music festival forever
changes the music industry with its unconventional and iconic lineup and inadvertently gives birth to a
cultural revolution.

Love Has Won: The Cult Of Mother God

Episode 1

Former fast-food manager Amy Carlson forms a new identity online and proclaims herself Mother God,
amassing a following. As Amy searches for the next Father God to rule by her side, devotees arrive at the
commune, live-streaming daily and selling products like colloidal silver to fund their healing work.



Milli Vanilli

Step inside music's biggest scandal with Milli Vanilli a documentary that tells the story of Robert Pilatus and
Fabrice Morvan. Rob and Fab, better known as Milli Vanilli, became the world’s most popular pop duo in
1990—but their ascension came at a devastating price that led to their infamous undoing.

Orlando Bloom: To The Edge

Wingsuit: The Mental Edge

Orlando must overcome mental hurdles to fulfill his childhood dream of flying; he trains with esteemed
skydiver Luke Aikins to attempt something that has never been done before: learn to wingsuit over the
ocean in just two weeks.

Our Planet II

Chapter 3: The Next Generation

Left to fend for themselves until they find their footing, baby sea turtles, elephant seal pups, pumas and
crabs bravely trek towards adolescence.

Planet Earth III

Freshwater

Housing one tenth of all species on the planet, freshwater is a rich and diverse habitat filled with never-
ending surprises.

Queens

Tiny Jungle Queens

Under the rainforest canopy two tiny insect queens build their empires. One through great sacrifice, the
other betrayal.

The Reluctant Traveler With Eugene Levy

Scotland: My Mother’s Country

Past meets present as Eugene explores his emotional family history in Glasgow and lives like a royal at the
stunning Candacraig mansion.

Selling Sunset

Commission Impossible

Bre makes a case for her worth to Jason ahead of a blowout bash for the shiny new Oppenheim office,
where old friends and new rivals come face to face.

Shiny Happy People: Duggar Family Secrets

Growing Up Gothard

As IBLP's homeschooling empire grows, it becomes clear that patriarchal, abusive authority is at the core
of Bill Gothard and Jim Bob Duggar's power.

Sly

This retrospective documentary offers a portrait of actor-writer-director-producer, Sylvester Stallone,
paralleling his troubled upbringing and unlikely underdog-story with the iconic characters he has brought to
life.

Somebody Feed Phil

Mumbai

After a tasty tour of Mumbai's bustling street food scene, Phil joins dabbawalas in delivering meals. A
legendary chef is honored at The Bombay Canteen.



Spermworld

A documentary examining the new wild west of baby making, how our fantasies about partnership and
parenthood shape our deepest desires and an incisive portrait of the search for human connection in an
alienating world.

Squid Game: The Challenge

Circle Of Trust

A nomination from the previous game puts players at odds. Emotions run high in a guessing game
centered on trust. Who will make it to the final round?

Stamped From The Beginning

This documentary based on Ibram X. Kendi's book explores the history of racist ideas in America.

STAX: Soulsville U.S.A.

Chapter Two: Soul Man

Stax Records finally breaks through to the white market with crossover hit Soul Man and Otis Redding’s
performance of the Monterey Pop Festival. But Redding’s untimely death, the assassination of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., contract troubles with distributor Atlantic Records, and racial tensions in Memphis threaten
the company’s survival.

Steve! (Martin) A Documentary In 2 Pieces

Steve Martin is one of the most beloved and enigmatic figures in entertainment. Dive into his extraordinary
story from two distinct points of view—past and present—as Martin reflects on how his beginnings led to
his unexpectedly fulfilling life today.

Stormy

From reporters to lawyers to politicians, many have attempted to define Stormy Daniels. Stormy tells the
unvarnished truth about an unlikely American icon — this time, in her own words.

The Super Models

The Fame

Christy, Cindy, Linda and Naomi work with fashion titans and walk the most high-profile runways, leading
to a music video that changes everything.

Survivor

Cancel Christmas

Castaways hit the ground running to figure out where the cracks are within the other tribes; the players
hope to find new life in the game if they can earn the merge.

Telemarketers

Part 1

Sam, a 14-year-old high school dropout, joins a telemarketing firm raising money for charities. What starts
off as horseplay, filming the outrageous office antics, leads Sam and his colleague Pat to closely examine
their dubious fundraising practices and the players behind this seemingly large-scale fraud.

Thank You, Goodnight: The Bon Jovi Story

New Jersey vs. Everybody

Teenage Jon cuts his teeth performing in bars and rushing back for school. Now, ahead of his 60th
birthday, he reflects on the past 40 years. Can he put on a show that will cement his legacy, or will he be
sidelined by an injury out of his control?



30 For 30

The Great Heisman Race Of 1997

There may be no award in sports as synonymous with a game as the Heisman Trophy is with college
football. And there was likely no year in the history of the award as memorable as 1997. The Great
Heisman Race Of 1997 takes a time-capsule approach to telling that story.

30 For 30

The Luckiest Guy In The World

A four-part film chronicling the colorful life of Hall of Famer and Grateful Dead superfan Bill Walton, whose
long, strange trip takes him from glory on the court through generational upheaval, from the depths of
pain to the pinnacle of the game.

Victoria's Secret: The Tour '23

A re-imagining of the iconic Victoria's Secret Fashion Show. The Tour marks a year-long project investing
in and supporting the careers of 20 incredible women from 4 continents. With no rules and the world as
their stage, they are invited to make the VS platform their own.

We're Here

Oklahoma, Part 3

As the crowd for their park gathering grows, the Queens vow to meet the hate with even louder
outpourings of love. Then, after finally securing an unconventional venue, Sasha, Priyanka, and Latrice –
along with their drag daughters – prepare for an epic drag show of biblical proportions.

Welcome To Wrexham

Goals

New players take the pitch and a shocking departure surprises Wrexham as the team tries to find its
footing.

Wham!

Through archival interviews and footage, George Michael and Andrew Ridgeley relive the arc of their
Wham! career, from 70s best buds to 80s pop icons.

You Were My First Boyfriend

In this twist on the classic high school reunion movie, filmmaker Cecilia Aldarondo embarks on a fantastical
quest to reconcile her tortured teen years, revisiting some of her most formative – and at times
cringeworthy – experiences.

End of Category


